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PROSPECTUS

ABOUT US

VISION

MISSION

MOTTO

YAK PUBLIC SCHOOL ,KHOPOLI – CBSE, is a ﬂourishing CBSE afﬁliated Daily scholar cum
residential co-education school, blending Indian traditional and cultural values with modern teaching
methodology. The school endeavors to develop and chisel a Holistic personality integrated with
ethical values, conﬁdent to face the challenges of the globalization.
YAK Public School belongs to the ISO 9001:2008 certiﬁed YAK Group which is an established name
in the ﬁeld of Marine Education/ Training, Ship Management, Diving Training/Operations and
Construction. YAK Public School is a true conﬂuence of various streams of the Indian way of thought
and endeavors to provide modern education to children with effective emphasis on the knowledge
and wisdom enshrined in our traditions and cultural heritage.
The concept of the institution is to promote the rich Indian cultural heritage and integrate it with
modern education to broaden the students' horizon of knowledge and learning enabling them to
develop a complete and balanced personality of their own, excel in and lead the global community.
Yak is committed to provide educational excellence. Bestow upon our students totality in education
with elite excellence & spirited cognizance in compassionate environment to envisage all round
development of their personality. The school's vision is set with a futuristic view that students are the
leaders of tomorrow

To encourage masses across the country for education so as to be able to contribute constructively to
society and nation and impart spectacular & holistic education for a better tomorrow with afﬂuent
legacy of the orient in order to engender model Indian citizen for the transmission of global knowledge
and attitudes having harmonious blend of Vedic trace & scientiﬁc approach.

(O Lord) Keep me not in the Darkness (of Ignorance), but lead me towards the
Light (of Spiritual Knowledge)

Message from the Chairman
Yak was formed in 1999 with a vision to provide quality education and
professional training to all stratas of society and in particular to the ﬁnancially
backward to be able to become a constructive and meaningful part of the society.
Yak Group was initially started with Maritime courses approved by D.G Shipping
(Govt. of India) and has successfully trained over 1,05,000 professionals up to
now.
Having made a very successful name in the vocational training, Yak Group has
now ventured into school education and with pride I state that the aim of this is,
“To Provide Quality Education” adhering to international standards in imparting
classroom education and exposure to outdoor sports and extracurricular
activities with an Endeavour to constantly update and upgrade our teaching
methods, practices and facilities. Our expectations are high not only from the
pupils but from our staff as well each one must recognize the value of a caring and
prepare for the opportunities , responsibilities and experiences of adult life.
I welcome parents to join us in our journey towards excellence. We have much to
look forward to with the commencent of Yak public School. I feel great joy and
pride in the accomplishment of our students and faculty.
Mr. D.S. Yadav
Chairman
Chief Engineer, MBA, Chartered Engineer, AMIE,FI.MAR.E

Message from the Founder Director
Mrs. Krishna Yadav is passionate about education. Female section of the
society being ﬁrst teacher of child can very well contribute in achieving goals of
education. She always had zeal to education. In order to impart quality
education to the rural masses, she laid foundation of Yak Public School, Khopoli
in 2013.
Human civilization has evolved over the ages and has acquired its present
shape with learning of knowledge spread of cultural values and motivated efforts
for self expression together with community progress education with its
conventional and non conventional forms have been contributing for the
development of human resources. It is not only acting as medium for earning
livelihood but also focusing on all round developments of human beings thus
make them aware of art of living.
Mrs. Krishna Yadav
Founder

Message from the School Director
Dear Parents,
I wish to thank you for showing interest in Yak Public School, Khopoli.
Students are expected to have an enriching and life turning experience which will
enable them to reach new heights in their professional life. We foster sharpening
of skills and enhancement of knowledge base in our student through various
extra – curricular, Co- curricular and curricular activities through faculty who not
only keep themselves par with the current development but also contribute to the
expansion of the body of knowledge in their ﬁeld of expertise.
As a parent of a student, we assure you that, your ward will be spending a very
fruitful time with us.
Mrs.Bharti Yadav, M.A, B.Ed.
Director

School curriculum - CBSE
Pre-primary section (Nursery, L.KG, H.KG)
Cognitive skills are germinated by play way method, outdoor activities
and physical ﬁtness is given importance.

Primary Section (Grade I to Grade V)
English, Hindi along with fundamentals of Mathematics, General
science, Arts, Music, Dance, Physical education are taught. Our
students develop creativity, logical thinking, analytical abilities and
physical ﬁtness along with rich values with respect and care.

Secondary Section (Grade VI to Grade X)
After the completion of Grade V , our students are ready for the
national level CBSE languages along with social science , General
science and Mathematics are the targets in the prescribed formats of
CBSE board. Special emphasis is laid on Music, Yoga, Dance, Art,
Craft, Drawing, Physical Education and Moral Education.

Senior Secondary Section (Grade XI & XII)
More emphasis is laid on English, Mathematics, Physics Chemistry,
Biology Computer science and Physical Education in the science
stream, and English, Business studies, Accountancy, Computer
science, Economics, Physical Education in the commerce stream,
Political science, Geography and Arts stream.

Teaching methodology
High quality educational programs matching international standards.
Dedicated Management, faculty and staff, integrated approach to
learning. AV classrooms with provision for excellent IT enabled
education, Science and Math lab.
The syllabus covered using computer generated graphics,
animations, 3-D images and video clips.
Well-equipped Science & Computer labs to help students to get three
dimensional information and practical knowledge in their respective
subjects.

Smart kid: fun way to a better future
We consider both child & childhood precious and, therefore, what is
best for the child is of the highest priority for us. We believe that every
child deserves access to quality education and care in the early
stages. In Montessori classes we strive to provide a caring, fun ﬁlled,
safe and inspiring educational environment.
We provide an ideal setting for learning and growing.
Our mission is to nurture young minds in an appropriate environment
and provide opportunities that will help them realize their true
potential.
YPS believes “Learning by doing” and follows the methodology
where an intellectually challenging academic programme both inside
and outside the classrooms is offered.
We do regular assessments without strenuous examinations.

Academics
All our students are encouraged to participate in various competitive exams and external
competitions like Olympiad, Spell-Bee, Dell , Heritage Quiz, Drawing etc.
We have expert IIT faculties for Std VIII-XII.
Mr. Sumit Kumar – IIT Bombay
Mr. Aniket Kumar – IIT Roorkee (Ex. Student of Super 30 batch- Patna)
Mr. Nipendra Patel – IIT Bhopal
Special emphasis is given on career guidance from VIII Std onwards and students are
accordingly trained for further development.
In addition to IIT faculties, all our teachers are B.Ed and have vast teaching experience.
Having such dedicated faculty, we make sure that students are encouraged not to go for
extra coaching class / tution outside the school campus.
Special coaching classes are arranged for weak students.

Additional courses
Quantitative Aptitude and Reasoning an initiative of IIT’ians help students improve their
numerical ability and reasoning skills. Every student willing to join Public Sector, IT Firm
or other reputed companies has to clear a test which is based on their reasoning skills.
Even CBSE conducts an exam at 9th and 11th level to access students reasoning skills.
But unfortunately it is not the part of any curriculum. So students after completing their
education join classes to enhance the skills.
But we have observed that Q.A and Reasoning should be taught in VI, VII,VIII STD.Q.A
and Reasoning if practiced in early years works as vaccination that improves the learning
abilities throughout their LIFE. Preparation of NTSE (National Talent Search
Examination) and HOMI BHABHA EXAM SCHOLARSHIP EXAM especially by faculties
of IIT.

Assessments and worksheets
We encourage students to get their assessments done frequently. By appearing in
assessments his encouraged for logical thinking .
We have separate cell which continuously works on assessments and share with parents
and teachers. This helps us to understand the strength and weakness of the students.
Our teachers prepare innovative worksheet which gives our kids an exhaustive practice
of basic concepts and writing long answers in short time.

Remedial classes
They call it remedial classes we call it gap ﬁllers. No two students have same or matching
learning skills, the perception differs. Some learn from teachers, some learn from Peer
group, some are slow learners.
After accessing students and their learning problems we arrange sessions with their
friends teaching them or teachers teaching them in different manner. We even try
exchanging subjects within teachers. If necessary we include parents during remedial
classes.

Knowledge Centre
We have in our library and resource centre, a vast collection of books on all subjects,
study materials, reference books , journals, magazines, periodicals , newspapers, and
interactive CDs. Students can utilize them for their reference in their project works. The
school provides high speed internet facility in the library , for students to learn at click of
the mouse.
An effective communication skill not only enhances various aspects of life but also
develops intimacy, builds personality, inculcates leadership qualities and makes our
students popular.

Laboratory work
Competitions have taken students and teachers away from laboratory
nowadays Students have immersed themselves in book, mugging up
formulas solving numerical, writing long answers.
But laboratory / Experiments are essence of science. We believe that
students should spend 40% of their time devoted for science inside
laboratory. We at YPS are working on improving students practical skills
by engaging them in laboratory.
The Biology, Chemistry and Physics Lab and Computer Lab are one of
the best equipped labs one can have, helping our students carry out real
experiments.
The Art & Craft lab offers practical learning of art , craft and clay modeling.
Language Lab Facilities to enhance Communication skills.
Our Maths lab helps students to learn with fun and drive away the phobia
of Maths.
The Social Science lab is fully equipped for different aspects of History
and Geography.

Sports and games
Most of the kids spend more time on computer, video games and
television which makes them to be inactive in their lifestyles. Research
proves that half of the students who are inactive in classroom and who
spend more time on watching television, computer are overweight and
are usually less physically ﬁt, as they don’t engage in activities which
burn calories. Hence sports education is very much essential for kids.
Participating in Sports and other physical activities have many beneﬁts
for children. Physical activity always stimulates the physical and mental
growth of a child and also it is not just limited to being ﬁt but has good
effects on their studies as well.
Yak Students have won various medals at state level and national level
games.

Co-curricular & cultural activities
Co-Curricular activities are those which are undertaken side by side with
the curricular activities. A co-curricular activity essentially takes place
outside a typical pen and pencil classroom experience. It gives the
students an opportunity to develop particular skills and exhibit their non
academic abilities. These activities might be compulsory such as music,
art or drama classes that take place during the day.
Students are encouraged to showcase their talents due to which the
conﬁdence in them increases gradually.
The school joins the nation in observing national festivals like Republic
Day, Independence Day, Gandhi Jayanti and other important days which
include debate, quiz, and extempore etc. They are encouraged to
participate in inter-school activities. Children receive all round
encouragement both in the class and on the ﬁeld and also to participate in
the inter-mural and extra-mural activities of the school during the
scholastic year
We have School Activity Clubs ( Eco Club, Heritage Club, Language
Club, Maths Club)

Smart Communication (one click tells you about your child’s
school)
Technology connects us faster. We get information within seconds. We
communicate through smart App.
Daily attendance, Activities, Exam Timetable, Extracurricular,
Homework, Grooming Report etc are informed through SMS and Mobile
App.

Students and parents counseling
Parent teacher meetings, or PTM for short, usually happens 7 - 8 times a
year. For you as a parent, it is a great opportunity to:
Understand how well your child is doing in the school.
Understand his strengths, weaknesses and interest areas.
Have an ongoing conversation about your child’s progress with his
teacher.
Learn the areas where you might be able to help/encourage him at
home.
Meet and interact with your child’s peers’ parents.
Finally, let your child know that you come to know what he has been up to
in school
Your child’s academic progress will always be better if you are involved
in it. Schools conduct parent teacher meetings to bring parents and the
teachers on a common platform so as to beneﬁt the child academically.
Parents can play a vital role in their child’s academic success if they are
inclined to understand what their child is learning at school, how well is
he faring, and what can be done to support him.
Communication between parents and teachers is essential to student
success in the classroom. As part of this communication, teachers
should be regularly meeting with parents to discuss what is being taught
and how the student is progressing. In addition, we also encourage
conferences to resolve concerns over a student's speciﬁc academic or
behavioral issues.

Teacher’s orientation
Implementation of new technology
We do not believe that induction of teachers with brilliant academic
achievements behind them together with long experience can alone
elevate the academic standard of schools. Time to time training and
orientation imparted to teachers can equip them with the developments
and fresh invented methods, which would ultimately be installed in
students to help their intellectual growth. Renowned Academicians with
vast experience conduct the Orientation programmes and train the
Teachers.
Retention of teachers plays a vital role in sustaining the progress of the
institution. Provision is, therefore, made to accord wide recognition to
the loyalty, sincerity and dutifulness of teachers with package of beneﬁt
in deserving cases. A congenial working environment with recreation
needs is provided in order to generate new spirit in teachers and
develop in them a sense of attachments.

Transport facilities
The schools transport network is a well-organized one. It covers all the
areas of the city including the peripheral areas. Without commercial
considerations, the network endeavors to insure smooth and
convenient conveyance to students with discipline without causing them
any strain of journey and loss of time.
The buses are with proper seating arrangements along with all round
security for the students. It is recommended that parents should avail
school transport facility for comfort and safety.

Admission procedure
Period of Admission: Registration forms are available with school ofﬁce from December to April each year.
a) Std and Age Limit: The pupil must have attained a minimum age of 6+ in grade I as on 31st March of the year in which
admission is sought.
b) Other classes: The minimum and maximum age for admission to all other classes will be calculated based on the age
limits prescribed for Std I.
PRE-PRIMARY CLASSESNursery :
Jr.KG :
Sr.KG :

3+ as on 31st March
4+ as on 31st March
5+ as on 31st March

Documents: At the time of admission along with the application form, a photocopy of the original birth certiﬁcate and
original transfer certiﬁcate from the school last attended is to be submitted.

Motivation
“Good Better best never let it rest till your good is better and your better is best.”
We at YAK offer monthly scholarships to students in order to motivate them. Though method is not new and was being applied in
many institutions but here we have made some changes in order to make it more effective like , Any student if wins scholarship
will not be eligible for next four months, Scholarship is distributed in assembly, some points are also given to sports and students
participatating in quiz , science competition etc.
Besides distributing monthly scholarship we prepare them for state level and national level scholarships too.

Towards Khopoli

“Education is the movement from darkness to light”

LOCATION MAP - YAK EDUCATION TRUST, KHOPOLI
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